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A distinct residential space that inspires 
imagination and will revamp the way 
you live.

Treating you to the charming spectacles 
in the city amidst a cozy and plush 
environment, the abodes here are 
just what make your life perfect. Soak 
yourself in an unbeatable experience 
and live your dreams in the best way 
possible.

Come home to an enchanting space 
that emanates spirit, vibrancy and 
charisma.

Come home to Fame Horizon.



Step into a dreamland located far from the 
hustle and bustle of the city. 

As you journey in, the endearing sights of 
nature welcome you. With lush green trees 
forming spectacular sights, you gradually 
notice beautiful homes set splendidly amid a 
breathtaking landscape. 

You are in Horizon, a remarkable residential 
space where 320 luxurious apartments stand to 
cater all that’s desired in a life of exclusivity.

A NEW VISION FOR 
COSMOPOLITAN 
LIVING BY THE SEA





Set Amidst A Picturesque Locale
Lush Green And Open Spaces
Exclusive Apartments With No Common Walls
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There is a difference between living 
and the decision to live artfully. It is 
a world where powder blue skies and 
sapphire seas serve as the backdrop 
to exquisite moments... where light, 
open spaces become a gallery for 
your daily pursuits... and where 
design extends beyond the visible and 
becomes a way of life.
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ADDRESS

Set at Sagar Nagar, Fame Horizon relishes the privilege of 
multiple comforting aspects.

Apart from possessing world-class amenities that are 
spread throughout the space, the community is even 
close to Vizag’s other signifi cant areas and prominent 
educational institutions.

Also, given the fact that its close to the ever-alluring 
pristine beaches, Fame Horizon encompasses the entire 
bucket-list of the perfect choice for a home in Vizag.
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Inspired by the beatific virtues of nature, the 
spaces at Fame Horizon have been designed to 
provide you with a supreme experience of living.

Located amidst verdant hills and deep blue seas 
that embellish our beloved city, spaces at Fame 
Horizon offer you the glorious opportunity to 
live in harmony with nature. While the ventilated 
homes and open areas allow you to resonate with 
the blissful sun, breezy winds and gushing waves 
of the nearby sea, the sprawling lush green areas 
reflect the serenity of the locale.

IN HARMONY 
WITH NATURE
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UNWINDING? 
JUST TAKE A 
PICK FROM A 
LONG LIST Visit the magnifi cent Solitare Club here and 

witness life take a whole new perspective. The 
skillfully designed function desk featuring the 
swanky bar counter, the 10m leisure pool, the 
daybed cabanas and the groovy spa seats are a 
few of the many possibilities that complete this 
fairyland. Not to forget the gorgeous sea views 
that come along with these infi nite possibilities.





At Fame Horizon, plenty of exclusive facilities ensure 
that you get to spend quality time with yourself and your 
family. Apart from taking a refreshing swim at a pool and 
keeping a track on your fitness at the outdoor fitness 
station, you can also unwind at the BBQ pit as the kids 
make merry at the children’s arena. 

On top of it all, life takes a whole new perspective. At the 
Solitare Club, chilling out in style is a challenge - atleast in 
terms of the multiple choices you face! 
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Homes at Horizon are places for love, laughter and special 
memories. Place yourself in the choicest neighbourhood 
that offers you all the right pleasures.

You are special and deserve all the exclusive luxuries of 
a contemporary lifestyle. Be it the top-class architecture, 
matchless engineering, or even the awe inspiring designs, 
homes are not merely homes at Fame Horizon; they mean 
much more and epitomize all the good things in life.

It’s time for you to relish your dream in absolute privacy. 
And with the space’s exemplary location, parched on the 
edge of the urban bustle, you’ll be one of the elite few who 
can truly soak in the equanimity in your very own backyard.

LIVING YOUR DREAM 
BY THE SEA
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Fame Horizon  is a complex of 10-Storey towers with 320 Apartments: 2-BHK, 3-BHK 
apartments spread over approximately 3.6 acres of land. Every aspect of design at Horizon 
reflects meticulous planning and precise implementation upholding your interests at every step.

Green Design
Rain Water Harvesting along with Recharge Pits
Water Treatment Plant
Sun Path Analysis for higher LUX
Wind Pattern Analysis for better ventilation
Green belt along the property
Top Soil Retention
LED in common area
Solar Power Plant with 35 KVA capacity for common lightings
Sewage Treatment Plan with re usage for flushing and Landscape

Safety & Security
Gated Community
Seismic Resistant Design
CCTV Cameras at strategic locations and also Elevators
Safe ‘No Climb’ grill design for balcony outside
Access control feature for elevators, rooftop lounges and other areas
Building Management Systems for access control to community and maintenance
RFID controlled owner parking feature

Features
Pre paid electrical meter for each apartment with comprehensive usage report in bill
Piped Gas with individual Meters and usage report in bill 
100% power backup with individual meters and usage report in bill
Impressive Main Entrance and Lobbies
Intelligent lighting systems for parking, lobbies and common areas
Power backup for common facilities
Sufficient car parking for guests inside the community
Exclusive 5 car wash and vacuum facility in Basement for community
Fibre Cable provision for internet and DTH CABLE
Branded Elevators with power backup for one elevator in each block
AC copper pipe line provisions provided
Drivers exclusive area in the basement
Exclusive laundry room in the basement

Club House/Other Amenities
Infinity pool on club house top floor
Community Hall
Outdoor basketball court
Squash Court
Indoor Games Room
Terrance green lounges with sitouts
Guest Rooms
Gymnasium
Walking Track
Yoga Terrace Place
Children’s Play Area
Senior Citizen Sitout
Indoor Yoga and Aerobic place

FACT FILE



At Fame Horizon, a strong emphasis is laid on 
assuring top-class quality. This is the reason why 
we do not just conform to any other standards and 
persevere relentlessly to set new benchmarks. 

Each home here leaves you in awe and you would 
be found greatly appreciating the art involved in 
building it. This admiration is not just an expression 
of how you feel but an authentic testament to our 
effort involved in making our customers feel special. 
The experience of walking on a sublime floor, the 
grandeur of the walls and magnificence of the paints 
on them; each aspect here is an emphatic reflection 
of our vision for building your dream homes.

QUALITY



Man-made wonders are generally the results of cumulative energies from multiple sectors 
involved in a project. Similarly, Fame Horizon too, is not just a proud reward of one individual. 
From the intellect of Engineers to the expertise of Architects to the unmatched skill of 
Designers, it is the collective effort that has bore the sweetest fruits. 

Building world-class spaces and homes since 2008, Fame Realty has emerged as the leading 
player in realty. With consistency, commitment and versatility being the strongest virtues of 
our multi-disciplinary organization, we have gained an unparalleled expertise in this sector. 

In our relentless pursuit of excellence, over the years, we have built the ideal homes to 
numerous happy families, giving us immense pleasure and satisfaction. 

And it is with this proud spirit that we welcome you  to our new residential space in the city.
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DOING IT THE ‘FAME WAY’






